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Abstract
A long-standing promise of Byzantine Fault-Tolerant (BFT)
replication is to maintain the service correctness despite the
presence of malicious failures. The key challenge here is how
to ensure replicas fail independently, i.e., avoid that a single attack compromises more than f replicas at once. The obvious
answer for this is the use of diverse replicas, but most works
in BFT simply assume such diversity without supporting
mechanisms to substantiate this assumption. Lazarus is a
control plane for managing the deployment and execution
of diverse replicas in BFT systems. Lazarus continuously
monitors the current vulnerabilities of the system replicas
(reported in security feeds such as NVD and ExploitDB) and
employs a metric to measure the risk of having a common
weakness in the replicas set. If such risk is high, the set of
replicas is reconfigured. Our evaluation shows that the devised strategy reduces the number of executions where the
system becomes compromised and that our prototype supports the execution of full-fledged BFT systems in diverse
configurations with 17 OS versions, reaching a performance
close to a homogeneous bare-metal setup.
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1

Introduction

Practical Byzantine Fault-Tolerant (BFT) replication was proposed as a solution to handle Byzantine faults of both accidental and malicious nature [19]. The correctness of a BFT
service comes from the existence of a quorum of correct
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nodes, capable of reaching consensus on the (total) order
of messages to be delivered to the replicas. For instance, to
tolerate a single replica failure, the system typically must
have four replicas [6, 20, 46]. This approach only works as
expected if nodes fail independently, otherwise, once an attacker finds a way to exploit a vulnerability in one node,
it is most likely that the same attack can also be used to
successfully compromise the other replicas.
In the last twenty years of BFT replication research, few
efforts were made to justify or support this assumption.
However, there were great advances on the performance
(e.g., [6, 11, 46]), use of resources (e.g., [12, 48, 77]), and
robustness (e.g., [4, 15, 23]) of BFT systems. These works assume, either implicitly or explicitly, that replicas fail independently, relying on some orthogonal mechanism (e.g., [22, 66])
to remove common weaknesses, or rule out the possibility of malicious failures from their system models. A few
works have implemented and experimented such mechanisms [21, 58, 66], but in a very limited way. Nonetheless, in
practice, diversity is fundamental for building dependable
services in avionics [81], military systems [32], and even in
blockchains (e.g., Bitcoin [41] and Ethereum [29]).
For the few works that do consider the diversity of replicas, the absence of common-mode failures is mostly taken
for granted. For example, by using memory randomization
techniques [66] or different OSes [21, 43], it is assumed that
such failures will not exist without providing evidence for
it. In fact, researchers have argued that randomization techniques do not suffice to create fault independence [17, 68].
In addition, although the use of distinct OSes promotes fault
independence to some extent, per se it is not enough to
preclude vulnerability sharing among diverse OS distributions [34, 35].
Even if there was an initial diverse set of n replicas that
would have fault independence, long-running services eventually will need to be cleaned from possible failures and intrusions. Proactive recovery of BFT systems [20, 28, 58, 66, 71]
periodically restarts the replicas to remove undetected faulty
states introduced by a stealth attacker. However, a common
limitation is that these works assume that the weaknesses
will be eliminated after the recovery, which does not happen
unless the replica code changes after its recovery.
This paper presents Lazarus, the first system that automatically changes the attack surface of a BFT system in a
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dependable way. Lazarus continuously collects security data
from Open Source Intelligence (OSINT) feeds on the internet
to build a knowledge base about the possible vulnerabilities, exploits, and patches related to the software of interest.
This data is used to create clusters of similar vulnerabilities, which potentially can be affected by (variations of) the
same exploit. These clusters and other collected attributes
are used to analyze the risk of the BFT system becoming
compromised. Once the risk increases, Lazarus replaces a
potentially vulnerable replica by another one, trying to maximize the failure independence. Then, the replaced node is
put on quarantine and updated with the available patches,
to be re-used later. These mechanisms were implemented
to be fully automated, significantly reducing the burden of
managing different software.
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
1. Lazarus, a control plane that monitors OSINT data
and manages the BFT service replicas, selecting and
reconfiguring the system to always run the “most diverse” set of replicas at any given time (Sections 3
and 5);
2. A method for assessing the risk of a group of replicas
being compromised based on the security news feeds
available on the internet (Section 4);
3. An evaluation of our risk management method based
on real historical vulnerability data showing its effectiveness in keeping a group of replicas safe from
common vulnerabilities (Section 6);
4. An extensive evaluation of Lazarus prototype using
17 OS versions, a BFT replication library, and three
BFT applications (including a BFT ordering service for
the Hyperledger Fabric blockchain platform) showing
the that it is feasible to run BFT systems with diversity
for specific configurations (Section 7).

2

Revisiting BFT for Security

In its inception, practical BFT replication was motivated by
the prevalence of software errors and malicious attacks [19].
However, as the time passed, BFT solutions focused more on
non-malicious Byzantine failures, such as hardware defects
and non-deterministic bugs. We believe one of the reasons
for this change was the difficulty in ensuring correctness in
the presence of malicious adversaries by relying on the BFT
protocol alone. In particular, it is hard to build a practical
approach that forces an intelligent attacker to find more than
f weaknesses in different replicas to be able to compromise
the system or, alternatively, that reduces the probability of a
single attack compromising more than one replica. Additionally, known and unknown vulnerabilities must be cleaned
from the system, to force the attacker to look for unknown
or unpatched weaknesses. In consequence, replicas diversity
and recovery can be seen as two pillars of intrusion tolerance [30, 76], together with BFT replication.
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Despite the existence of several works addressing these
issues [20, 21, 58, 66, 71], to the best of our knowledge no
previous proposal showed how to avoid the compromise of the
f + 1th replica with the same vulnerability. Lazarus fills this
gap by employing threat intelligence techniques (e.g., [2, 18,
49, 67, 79]) for managing a pool of diverse replicas supporting
a BFT system. More specifically, Lazarus constantly collects
cybersecurity data from OSINT sources such as National
Vulnerability Database (NVD) and ExploitDB (among others)
to procure information about new weaknesses on the replicas
software stack, which is used to reconfigure the set of active
replicas. With this, we aim to alleviate two kinds of threats:
1. Newly found vulnerabilities affecting one or more active
replicas, by identifying such threats in a timely manner
and by replacing the affected replica(s) by other variants while applying the security updates (or patches);
2. Zero-day vulnerabilities affecting multiple running replicas, by leveraging historical data about exploits, patches,
and vulnerabilities that compromise simultaneously
several systems to infer subsets of replicas less likely
to contain common vulnerabilities in the future.
For addressing (1), Lazarus employs relatively straightforward techniques: when new critical vulnerabilities are
published, alarms are generated and active replicas are removed from the system and moved to quarantine. However,
addressing (2) is a significant challenge as it requires predicting the set of active replicas, among the ones available, with
less risk of containing common vulnerabilities. One of the
key contributions of this work is devising a method to make
this prediction, taking into account the plethora of public
information about vulnerabilities, exploits, and patches, and
known results about vulnerability studies in the scientific
literature. For example, we know that looking for past vulnerability data can give hints about which pairs of operating
systems are more likely to have shared vulnerabilities in the
future [35]. We also know that not all vulnerabilities have the
same chance to be exploited [67], or break the same security
properties, nor have the patches available at the same time
from the affected vendors. We know (unsurprisingly) that
patched [16] or old [33] vulnerabilities are less likely to be
exploited. As a last example, it is also known that although
NVD’ Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) [25]
consolidates important information about vulnerabilities, it
is not particularly good at measuring its exploitability [1, 18].
Lazarus takes into account all this information to maintain correctness in an evolving threat landscape, where novel
vulnerabilities are continuously found, disclosed, and patched.
Nevertheless, it is important to note that our proposal cannot
preclude the discovery of f + 1 zero-day vulnerabilities in
distinct replicas. However, in this case, our goal has been met
as we forced the attacker to spend resources proportional to
f . In addition, coercing an adversary to find f +1 weaknesses
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to compromise a BFT system is arguably harder than finding a single vulnerability in a non-replicated system, thus
bringing important security gains.

3

Overview and Preliminaries

In a nutshell, Lazarus provides a distributed operating system for BFT-replicated services. The system manages in its
execution plane a set of nodes that run unmodified replicas. Each node must have a small Local Trusted Unit (LTU)
that allows the activation and deactivation of replicas as
demanded by the Lazarus Controller, in the control plane.
The controller decides which software should run at any
given time by monitoring the vulnerabilities that may exist
in the replicas pool, replacing the nodes with high risk of
being compromised by the same attack. Figure 1 presents
this architecture.
3.1

System and Adversary Model

Lazarus system model shares some similarity with previous
works on the proactive recovery of BFT systems [20, 28,
58, 66, 71]. More precisely, we consider a hybrid distributed
system model composed of two planes with different failure
models:
• Execution Plane: replicas are subject to Byzantine failures and communications go through an asynchronous network that can delay, drop or modify messages [6, 15, 19, 46]. This plane hosts n replicas from
which at most f can be compromised at any given moment. In this paper, we consider the typical scenario
in which n = 3f + 1.
• Control Plane: Each node hosting a replica contains
an LTU, which is a fundamental trusted component
required for safe proactive recoveries [72]. Each LTU receives power on/off commands from a logically-centralized controller to reconfigure their replicas. As in previous works [58, 66, 71], this controller is assumed to
be trusted. Such assumption can be substantiated by
running it in an isolated control network (similarly
to cloud resource managers) our by building it in a
trustworthy manner (tolerating Byzantine failures, as
discussed in Section 5.3).
Besides the execution and control planes, we assume the
existence of two types of external components: (1) clients of
the replicated service, which can be subject to Byzantine failures; (2) OSINT sources (e.g., NVD, ExploitDB) that cannot
be subverted and controlled by the adversary. In practice, this
assumption leads us to resort only to well-established and
authenticated data sources. Dealing with untrusted sources
is an active area of research in the threat intelligence community (e.g., [2, 67]), which is orthogonal to this paper.

Figure 1. Lazarus overview.

3.2

Diversity of Replicas

For our purposes, each replica is composed of a stack of
software, including an OS (kernel plus other software contained in an OS distribution), execution support (e.g., database, JVM), a BFT library, and the service that is provided by
the system. The set of n replicas is called a CONFIG.
The fault independence of the replicas is improved when
different OTS (Off-The-Shelf) components are employed in
the software stack [27]. For example, it has been shown that
using distinct databases [37], OSes [34, 35], filesystems [10],
and web browsers [80], can yield important benefits in terms
of fault independence. In addition, automatic techniques like
randomization/obfuscation of OSes [66], applications [78],
and BFT libraries [58] can enhance fault independence of
the replicas. Although Lazarus replicas can benefit from
these techniques, in this paper we focus on diverse OTS
components. In particular, Lazarus monitors the disclosed
vulnerabilities of all replicas’ software stacks to assess which
of them may contain common vulnerabilities.
In the experimental evaluation, however, we focus on the
diversity of OSes (not only their kernel, but the whole OS
distribution) because: (i) by far, most of the replica’s code
is the OS; (ii) such size and the role played in the stack,
makes the OS a significant target, with new vulnerabilities
and exploits being discovered every day; and (iii) there are
many alternatives to bring variety. The two last factors are
particularly important to enrich the validity of our analysis.
Consequently, we will not explicitly consider the diversity of
the BFT library (i.e., the protocol implementation) or the service code implemented on top of it. Three arguments justify
this decision: (1) N-version programming is too costly [7];
(2) the small size of such components1 makes them relatively
simpler to test and assess with some confidence [47, 50]; and
(3) a few works show that such protocol implementations
can be generated from formally verified specifications, resulting in no vulnerabilities at this level [39, 60]; Although
we do not consider the diversity of BFT libraries, nothing
prevents Lazarus from monitoring them in a similar way
as the OSes. However, there are no reported vulnerabilities
about these to support our study.
1 For

example, a BFT key-value store based on BFT-SMaRt has less than 15k
lines of code in total [15].
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4

Diversity-aware Reconfigurations

Lazarus aims to maintain the fault independence of the
running CONFIG, given the present knowledge about vulnerabilities. The core of Lazarus is the vulnerability evaluation
method used to assess the risk of having replicas with shared
vulnerabilities, and an algorithm to trigger replacements
when necessary.
4.1 Finding Common Vulnerabilities
The first step of our method is to query vulnerability databases
on the internet to find the common vulnerabilities that may
affect the BFT system.
NIST’s NVD [55] is the authoritative data source for disclosure of vulnerabilities and associated information [51].
NVD aggregates vulnerability reports from more than 70 security companies, advisory groups, and organizations, thus
being the most extensive vulnerability database on the web.
All data is made available in feeds containing the reported
vulnerabilities on a given period. Each NVD vulnerability
receives a unique identifier and a short description provided
by the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) [54].
The Common Platform Enumeration (CPE) [53] provides
the list with the various products affected by the vulnerability and the date of the vulnerability publication. The
CVSS [25] calculates the vulnerability severity considering
a few attributes like the attack vector, privileges required,
exploitability score, and the security properties [8] compromised by the vulnerability.
Previous studies on diversity count the CVE entries that
list multiple OSes, as they should represent vulnerabilities
that are shared, assuming that less common vulnerabilities
imply a smaller probability of compromising f + 1 replicas [34, 35]. Although this intuition may seem acceptable, in
practice it underestimates the number of vulnerabilities that
compromise two or more OSes due to imprecisions in the
data source. For example, Table 1 shows three vulnerabilities, affecting different OSes at distinct dates. At first glance,
one may consider that these OSes do not have the same vulnerability. However, a careful inspection of the descriptions
shows that they are very similar. Moreover, we checked this
resemblance by searching for additional information and
found out that CVE-2016-4428 also affects Solaris.2
Even with these imperfections, NVD is still the best data
source for vulnerabilities. Therefore, we exploit its curated
data feeds for obtaining the unstructured information present
in the vulnerability text descriptions and use this information
to find similar weaknesses. A usual way to find similarity
in unstructured data is to use clustering algorithms [42].
Clustering is the process of aggregating related elements
into groups, named clusters, and is one of the most popular
unsupervised machine learning techniques. We apply this
2 https://www.oracle.com/technetwork/topics/security/bulletinjul2016-

3090568.html
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CVE (OS)

Description

CVE-2014-0157
(OpenSuse 13)

Cross-site scripting (XSS) vulnerability in the Horizon Orchestration dashboard in OpenStack Dashboard (aka Horizon) 2013.2 before 2013.2.4 and
icehouse before icehouse-rc2 allows remote attackers to inject arbitrary web script or HTML via
the description field of a Heat template.
Multiple cross-site scripting (XSS) vulnerabilities
in OpenStack Dashboard (Horizon) 2015.1.0 allow
remote authenticated users to inject arbitrary web
script or HTML via the metadata to a (1) Glance
image, (2) Nova flavor or (3) Host Aggregate.
Cross-site scripting (XSS) vulnerability in OpenStack Dashboard (Horizon) 8.0.1 and earlier and
9.0.0 through 9.0.1 allows remote authenticated
users to inject arbitrary web script or HTML by
injecting an AngularJS template in a dashboard
form.

CVE-2015-3988
(Solaris 11.2)

CVE-2016-4428
(Debian 8.0)

Table 1. Similar vulnerabilities affecting different OSes.

technique to build clusters of similar vulnerabilities (see Section 5), even if the data feed reports that they affect different
products. For example, the vulnerabilities in Table 1 will be
placed in the same cluster due to the similarity in their descriptions, which can make them potentially be activated by
(variations of) the same exploit.
4.2

Measuring Vulnerability Severity

Once the set of common vulnerabilities is found, our method
assigns a score to each vulnerability in the set.
As mentioned before, each vulnerability in NVD has associated a few CVSS severity scores and metrics [25]. The
scores provide a way to marshal several vulnerability attributes in a value reflecting various aspects that impact
security. The score value also has a qualitative representation to assist on the vulnerability management process, i.e.,
from NONE (0.0) to CRITICAL (9.0 to 10.0).
CVSS has some limitations that can make it inappropriate
for managing the risk associated with a replicated system: (1)
there is no correlation between the CVSS exploitability score
and the availability of exploits in the wild for the vulnerability [18]; (2) CVSS does not provide information about the
date when a vulnerability starts to be exploited and when
the patch becomes ready; and (3) CVSS does not account for
the vulnerability age, which means that severity remains the
same over the years [33]; therefore, a very old vulnerability can end up being considered as critical as a recent one,
even though for the former there has been plenty of time to
update the component and/or the defenses.
Given these shortcomings, we propose a CVSS extension
and use it to measure the risk of a BFT system configuration
having replicas with shared vulnerabilities. This extension
is mostly focused on differentiating vulnerabilities by their
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Figure 2. Modifiers of vulnerabilities scores based on age
and the existence of patches and exploits.

8.1
exploit
18-9-24

Date

(a) CVE-2018-8303 (NE).

score(v) =
CVSS(v) × oldness(v) × patched(v) × exploited(v)

(1)

3 oldness_threshold is set to 365 days in our experiments; now and
v .published_date return the current day and the day when the vulnerability was published, respectively.

9.37
exploit

4.6
patch

18-5-27 18-5-30

Date

(b) CVE-2018-8012 (NPE).

Score
12
CVSSv3
10
8
6
4
2.95
2
0.75
patch
0
16-9-8 16-9-19 17-9-19

score

current potential exploitability, aiming to surpass the limitations identified above. In this process, (1) and (2) were
addressed by using additional OSINT sources (e.g., other security databases and vendor sites) that provide information
about exploits and dates. In fact, often vendor sites also give
additional product versions compromised by the vulnerability, thus improving the accuracy of the analysis. Limitation
(3) is settled by decreasing the criticality of a vulnerability
gradually through time.
Our CVSS extension uses four factors that together contribute to the overall score. The starting factor is the CVSS
core score, as it is a good basis that takes into consideration several attributes of the vulnerability. The other three
factors adjust the score taking into account the age and the
availability of patches and exploits. The rationale is to allow
the ranking of vulnerabilities according to their possible exploitation at a given moment in time. The worst scenario
(higher severity score) corresponds to a vulnerability that is
new (N) (i.e., recently published), for which there is an exploit already being distributed (E), and that is not yet patched
– called NE. The best scenario (lowest score) is when a vulnerability is old (O) and there is a patch (P), and apparently,
no viable exploit has been crafted – named OP. Between the
two extremes, several cases of vulnerabilities are considered,
with their scores calculated accordingly (see Figure 2).
The metric is defined in Equation 1. It is a multiplication
of the CVSS core score [25] by three adjusting factors. The
first is oldness, which causes criticality to decrease over time.
It is harmonized by the oldness_threshold and the elapsed
time since the vulnerability publication3 (Equation 2). In
addition, this factor is bounded by a minimum value that
impedes it from reaching zero (which would cause the vulnerability to be left unnoticed). The second is patched, which
reduces the severity by half when a patch is available (Equation 3; v.patched is an on/off flag). Finally, the exploited factor
grows severity by a quarter when an exploit is made available
(Equation 4; v.exploited is again a on/off flag). The constants
in these equations were defined to ensure the aggregated
modifiers corresponds to Figure 2.

12
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2
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18-5-20

score
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Date

(c) CVE-2016-7180 (OP).

Figure 3. Score evolution for three vulnerabilities.

oldness(v) =
!
(now − v.published_date)
), 0.75
max (1 − 0.25 ×
oldness_threshold

(2)

patched(v) = 0.5v .patched

(3)

exploited(v) = 1.25v .exploited

(4)

Figure 3 displays our score and CVSS for three example
vulnerabilities: (a) NE is a vulnerability that is new and has no
patch yet, but an exploit was made available a few days after
publication. Our score starts by decaying slowly but then
there is a jump on severity when the exploit is published; (b)
NPE illustrates a vulnerability that has an exploit a few days
after publishing and then a patch is also created. First, the
score is raised once the exploit starts to be distributed, next
it decreases three days later after the patch is released, and
then continues to decay over time; and (c) OP represents the
best scenario, where the vulnerability is old and a patch was
eventually distributed (and no exploit is available). Here, the
severity decreases once there is a patch, losing its relevance
over time from a security perspective.
4.3

Measuring Configurations Risk

The third step of our method is to calculate the risk of a
set of replicas according to the score of the common weaknesses. The risk associated with a CONFIG with n replicas is
given by Equation 5. It sums up the score (Equation 1) of
the vulnerabilities that would allow an attack to compromise simultaneously a pair of replicas r i , r j ∈ CONFIG. More
precisely, the vulnerabilities in V (r i , r j ) aggregate: (i) the
vulnerabilities that affect the software running in both replicas as listed in NVD (and other OSINT sites); and (ii) groups
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of vulnerabilities that are placed in the same cluster and
affect each replica in the pair (as explained in Section 4.1).

Algorithm 1: Replica Set Reconfiguration
1
2

risk(CONFIG) =

X

X

score(v)

(5)

r i ,r j ∈CONFIG,i,j v ∈V (r i ,r j )

This metric penalizes configurations that include replica
pairs with more common weaknesses, as this is an indication
that they are less fault independent. In addition, the penalty
is kept proportional to the severity of these vulnerabilities as
observed at the time of the calculation. For example, replicas
that share weaknesses only in the distant past are considered less risky than replicas with recently highly exploitable
common vulnerabilities.
4.4

Selecting Configurations

The final step of the method is to assess the risk of a deployed
configuration and, if needed, replace replicas according to
our metric evaluation.
At a high-level, Lazarus executes the following procedure.
If the CONFIG risk exceeds a predefined threshold, a mechanism is triggered to replace replicas. When this happens, the
algorithm randomly picks a new replica from the available
candidates (POOL) and use it to replace one of the replicas
in CONFIG to minimize its associated risk. Thus, maliciously
inspecting the POOL is not enough to guess the next best configuration. In addition, it removes the replica that increases
the overall risk and set it aside (i.e., in QUARANTINE) to impede its re-selection. There, the replicas wait for patches
before they re-join POOL and become ready to be chosen
again. Moreover, the algorithm ensures that the running
replicas will eventually be replaced, despite their overall
score.
Algorithm 1 details this procedure. Function Monitor()
(line 5) is called on each monitoring round (e.g., at midnight
every day) to evaluate the current configuration. If the risk
of CONFIG is greater or equal than a certain threshold (line 6),
the algorithm will assess which replica should be replaced.
First, it initializes two variables, the candidates list (line 7)
and all possible combinations of n − 1 out of n elements
of CONFIG (line 8). Then, each element r in POOL (line 9) is
tested as a potential substitute, i.e., as the nt h element that
would complete each of the combinations COMB with n − 1
replicas (line 10). Next, we define a CONFIG’ as COMB plus r
(line 11). The risk of CONFIG’ is calculated (line 12) and if it is
below the threshold (line 13), then CONFIG’ is added to a list of
candidate configurations (line 14). At the end of these nested
loops, we have a list with all the possible combinations of
CONFIG and POOL together with their risk. Then, the function
rand is used to randomly selects a configuration from the
list of candidates (line 15). Then the algorithm updates all
the sets (line 16) using the function updateSets (lines 3842). To decide which element needs to be removed from
CONFIG it makes the difference between the current CONFIG

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

38
39
40
41
42

CONFIG: set replicas executing ;
n: number of replicas in CONFIG;
POOL: set with the available replicas (not running);
QUARANTINE: set of quarantine replicas;
Function Monitor()
if risk(CONFIG) ≥ threshold then
candidates_list ← ⊥;
 n 
COMBINATIONS = n−1
CONFIG;
foreach r in POOL do
foreach COMB in COMBINATIONS do
CONFIG’ ← COMB ∪ {r};
score ← risk(CONFIG’);
if score ≤ threshold then
candidates_list.add(⟨CONFIG’, score⟩) ;
RAND_CONFIG ← rand(candidates_list) ;
updateSets(RAND_CONFIG);
else
toRemove ← ⊥;
maxScore ← HIGH;
foreach r in CONFIG do
avgScore ← scoreAVG(r);
if avgScore ≥ maxScore then
toRemove ← r ;
maxScore ← avgScore;
if toRemove , ⊥ then
candidates_list ← ⊥;
foreach r ′ in POOL do
CONFIG’ ← (CONFIG \ {toRemove}) ∪ {r’};
score ← risk(CONFIG’);
if score ≤ threshold then
candidates_list.add(⟨CONFIG’, score⟩) ;
RAND_CONFIG ← rand(candidates_list) ;
updateSets(RAND_CONFIG);
foreach r in QUARANTINE do
if isPatched(r) = TRUE then
QUARANTINE ← QUARANTINE \ {r };
POOL ← POOL ∪ {r };
Function updateSets(RAND_CONFIG)
toRemove ← x ∈ (CONFIG \ RAND_CONFIG);
toJoin ← y ∈ (RAND_CONFIG \ CONFIG);
QUARANTINE ← QUARANTINE ∪ {t oRemove };
CONFIG ← (CONFIG \ {t oRemove }) ∪ {t o J oin };

and RAND_CONFIG (line 39) and the contrary to select the
element to join the CONFIG (line 40). Then, toRemove is added
to QUARANTINE (line 41), removed from CONFIG and the new
element is added to CONFIG (line 42).
If the risk of CONFIG is lower than the threshold (line 17),
the algorithm assesses if a reconfiguration is needed. In this
scenario, we start by initializing the variable toRemove as
empty (line 18) and maxScore with the value of the CVSS
score rating HIGH (line 19). For each element r of CONFIG
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(line 20) the algorithm calculates the average score of the
vulnerabilities affecting r using Equation 1 (line 21). Then,
if the average vulnerability score is equal to or greater than
HIGH (line 22), the variables toRemove and maxScore are set
to r and avgScore, respectively (lines 23 and 24). At the end
of the loop, the algorithm knows which is the element r
from CONFIG that has vulnerabilities with a highest average
score. If toRemove is empty, the algorithm proceeds to line
34. Otherwise, it selects a new replica (line 25). First, the
candidate_list is set as empty (line 26). Next, for each
element r’ in POOL (line 27) the algorithm tests a CONFIG’
with r’ instead of toRemove (line 28). Then, the score for this
configuration is calculated (line 29) and if it is lower than
threshold (line 30), it is stored in the list of candidates together
with CONFIG’ (line 31). After that, a new configuration is
randomly selected and the sets are updated (lines 32 and 33).
Finally, the algorithm checks if some quarantined replica
is ready to re-join the selection pool. More precisely, each
element in QUARANTINE is checked if it is fully patched. In the
affirmative case, the element is removed from QUARANTINE
and added to the POOL again (lines 34-37).
Algorithm 1 is subject to two unlikely corner cases where
a system administrator may need to intervene: if the POOL
runs out of elements or if there is no candidate configuration
that keeps the system risk bellow threshold. In these cases,
reconfigurations will not happen by default, but we propose
two actions to continue reconfiguring the system: increase
threshold or move the elements with fewer unpatched vulnerabilities from QUARANTINE to POOL.

5 Lazarus Implementation
This section details Lazarus components implementation
and briefly discusses other aspects of it.
5.1

Centralized Control Plane

Figure 4 shows Lazarus control plane with its four main
modules, described below.
1 Data manager. A list of software products is provided
by the CPE Dictionary [53], which is also used by NVD. Then,
an administrator selects all the software that runs on each
replica from this list and indicates the time interval (in years)
during which data should be obtained from NVD.
The Data manager parses the NVD feeds considering only
the vulnerabilities that affect the chosen products. The processing is carried out with several threads cooperatively assembling as much data as possible about each vulnerability
– a queue is populated with requests pertaining a particular
vulnerability, and other threads will look for related data
in additional OSINT sources. Typically, the other sources
are not as well structured as NVD and therefore we had
to develop specialized HTML parsers for them. Currently,
the prototype supports eight other sources, namely Exploit
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Figure 4. Lazarus architecture.

DB [65], CVE-details [64], Ubuntu [75], Debian [26], Redhat [61], Solaris [56], FreeBSD [31], and Microsoft [52].
The collected data is stored in a MySQL database. For
each vulnerability, we keep its CVE identifier, the published
date, the products it affects, its text description, the CVSS
attributes, exploit and patching dates.
2 Risk manager. This component finds out when it is
necessary to replace the currently running group of replicas
and discovers an alternative configuration that decreases
the risk. As explained in Section 4.2, the risk is computed
using score values that require two kinds of data: the information about the vulnerabilities, which is collected by the
Data manager; and the vulnerability clusters. A vulnerability
cluster is a set of vulnerabilities that are related accordingly
to their description. We used the open-source machine learning library Weka [62] to build these clusters. In a first phase,
the vulnerability description needs to be transformed into a
vector, where a numerical value is associated with the most
relevant words (up to 200 words). This operation entails, for
example, converting all words to a canonical form and calculating their frequency (less frequent words are given higher
weights). Then, the K-means algorithm [42] is executed to
build the clusters, where the number of clusters to be formed
is determined by the elbow method [74].
3 Deploy manager. This component automates the setup
and execution of the diverse replicas. It creates and deploys
the replicas in the execution environment implementing
the decisions of the Risk manager, i.e., it dictates when and
which replicas leave and join the system. This sort of behaviour must be initiated in a synchronous manner from a
trusted domain. One way to achieve this, is to employ virtualization, leveraging on the isolation between the untrusted
and the trusted domains [28, 58, 71]. Therefore, we developed a replica builder on top of the Vagrant provisioning
tool [38], which allows the automatic deployment of readyto-use OSes and applications on VMs and containers (e.g.,
VirtualBox, VMware, and Docker), without human intervention. We chose VirtualBox [63] as it supports a bigger set of
different guests OSes.
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4 LTUs. Each node that hosts a replica has a Vagrant
daemon running on its trusted domain. This component is
isolated from the internet and communicates only with the
Lazarus controller through TLS channels.

5.2

Execution Plane

Despite the amount of relevant research on BFT protocols,
only a few open-source libraries exist. In theory, Lazarus
can use any of these, as long as they support replica set
reconfigurations. In particular, we need the ability to first
add a new replica and then remove the old replica to be
quarantined. Thus, we use BFT-SMaRt [15], a (reasonably)
stable BFT library that supports reconfigurations on the
replicas set.

5.3

Alternative Control Plane Design

As in previous works [58, 66], our implemented control plane
is centralized. This design was selected for two reasons. First,
it allows us to focus more on the main contributions of this
work: runtime diversity assessment and performance. Second, it matches the classical scenario where a single organization deploys an intrusion-tolerant service [76], and even
the managed (permissioned) blockchain services offered by
major cloud providers (e.g., [3, 40]). In both scenarios, replica
resources are already managed by a single organization that
can host a Lazarus control plane.
However, such design makes the controller a single point
of compromise and disallow decentralized deployments where
replicas are managed by different organizations. Therefore,
we outline a design for a BFT Lazarus control plane, by
considering a set of controller replicas running on top of a
BFT library (e.g., BFT-SMaRt [15]).
Essentially, there are four key issues that must be addressed to make this design work. First, LTUs cannot trust
a single controller command to reconfigure, so they need
to periodically poll the system (as a normal BFT client) to
see if there are reconfiguration commands for them. Second, we need to guarantee that all controller replicas poll
OSINT sources in a (logically) synchronized way to ensure
they will use the same vulnerabilities information to decide
reconfigurations. This can be done by using a distributed
timeout protocol [45]. Third, replicas need to generate secure
and distributed random numbers to be used in the Lazarus
algorithm. There are efficient protocols for that (e.g., [73]).
Finally, it seems difficult to build a solution for “replicated
patching” as the same patch applied on the same image results on different (binary) representations, making it difficult
to vote for trusted patches. To solve this, one must rely on
trusted curator components (e.g., one per organization) for
applying patches to the quarantined replicas images and
distribute such images to the replicas trusting them.
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6

Evaluation of Replica Set Risk

This section evaluates how Lazarus performs on the selection of dependable replica configurations. As discussed in
Section 3.2, we focus our experimental evaluation solely on
the OS diversity. In particular, we considered 21 OS versions
of the following distributions: OpenBSD, FreeBSD, Solaris,
Windows, Ubuntu, Debian, Fedora, and Redhat.
These experiments emulate live executions of the system
by dividing the collected data into two periods. The goal
is to create a knowledge base in a learning phase that is
used to assess Lazarus’ choices during an execution phase.
(1) The learning phase comprises all vulnerabilities between
2014-1-1 and the beginning of the execution phase; and (2)
the execution phase is divided into monthly intervals, from
January to August of 2018, allowing for eight independent
tests. A run starts on the first day of the execution phase and
then progresses through each day until the end of the interval.
Every day, we check if the executing replica set could be
compromised by an attack exploring the vulnerabilities that
were published in that month. We take the most pessimistic
approach, which is to consider the system as broken if a
single vulnerability comes out affecting at least f + 1 OSes
executing at that time. Therefore, if f of the OSes already
has a patch for the tested vulnerability, it is not counted as
compromised. In this experiment, we consider n = 4, thus
the system can tolerate up to f = 1 compromised replicas in
the set.
Four additional strategies, inspired by previous works,
were defined to be compared with Lazarus:
• Equal: all the replicas use the same randomly-selected
OS during the whole execution. This corresponds to
the scenario where most past BFT systems have been
implemented and evaluated (e.g., [4, 6, 11, 12, 15, 19,
23, 46, 48, 77]). Here, compromising a replica would
mean an opportunity to intrude the remaining ones.
• Random: a configuration of n OSes is randomly selected, and then a new OS is randomly picked to replace an existing one each day. This solution represents a system with proactive recovery and diversity,
but with no informed strategy for choosing the next
CONFIG.
• Common: this strategy is the straw man solution to
prevent the existence of shared vulnerabilities among
OSes. This strategy minimizes the number of common
vulnerabilities for each set and was introduced in previous vulnerability studies [34, 35].
• CVSS v3: this strategy is very similar to ours as it tries
different combinations to find the best one that minimizes the sum of CVSS v3 score.
6.1 Diversity vs Vulnerabilities
We evaluate how each strategy can prevent the replicated
system from being compromised. Each strategy is analyzed
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Figure 5. Compromised system runs over eight months.

Figure 6. Compromised runs with notable attacks.

over 1000 runs throughout the execution phase in monthly
slots. Different runs are initiated with distinct random number generator seeds, resulting in potentially different OS
selections over time. On each day, we check if there is a
vulnerability affecting more than one replica in the current
CONFIG, and in the affirmative case the run is stopped.
Results: Figure 5 compares the percentage of compromised runs of all strategies. Each bar represents the percentage of runs that did not terminate successfully (lower is
better). Lazarus presents the best results for every month.
The Random and Equal strategies perform worse because
eventually, they pick a group of OSes with common vulnerabilities as they do not make decisions with specific criteria.
Although some criteria guide the other strategies, most of
them present a majority of executions compromised during
the experiments. This result provides evidence that Lazarus
improves the dependability, reducing the probability that
f + 1 OSes eventually become compromised and, contrary
to intuition, shows that changing OSes every day with no
criteria tend to create unsafe configurations.
Nonetheless, the results from May deserve a more careful inspection. We have identified some CVEs that make it
very difficult to survive to common vulnerabilities even using the Lazarus strategy. For example, CVE-2018-1125 and
CVE-2018-8897 affect a few Ubuntu and Debian releases simultaneously. There are also a set of vulnerabilities affecting
several Windows releases (e.g., CVE-2018-8134 and CVE2018-0959). We also found a vulnerability (CVE-2018-1111)
that affects few Fedora releases and one Redhat release.

to end on 2017-12-31. The execution phase comprises January
to August of 2018. As before, the strategies are executed over
1000 runs.
Results: Figure 6 shows the percentage of compromised
runs for each attack and all attacks put together. Lazarus
is the best at handling the various scenarios, with almost
no compromised executions. The StackClash is the most
destructive attack as it is the one affecting more OSes. Therefore, decisions guided by a criteria that aim to avoid common
vulnerabilities may also fail. Nevertheless, the results show
that such strategies do improve the resilience to attacks.

6.2

Diversity vs Attacks

This experiment evaluates the same strategies when facing
notable attacks that appeared in 2017: WannaCry [44], Stackclash [9], and Petya [57]. Each of these attacks potentially
exploits several flaws, some of which affecting different OSes.
The attacks were selected by searching the security news
sites for high impact problems, most of them related to more
than one CVE. As some of the CVEs include applications, we
added more vulnerabilities to the database for this purpose.
Since some of these attacks might have been prepared
months before the vulnerabilities are publicly disclosed, we
augmented the execution phase to the full eight months.
Therefore, we set the learning phase to begin on 2014-1-1 and

7

Performance Evaluation

In this section, we present some experiments conducted to
evaluate Lazarus: we run the BFT-SMaRt microbenchmarks
in our virtualized environment (1) to compare the performance of 17 OS versions4 against a homogeneous bare metal
setup and (2) to measure the performance of specific diverse
setups; (3) we analyze the performance of the system during Lazarus-managed reconfigurations; and (4) we evaluate
three BFT services running in our infrastructure.
These experiments were conducted in a cluster of Dell
PowerEdge R410 machines, where each one has 32 GB of
memory and two quad-core 2.27 GHz Intel Xeon E5520 processor with hyper-threading, i.e., supporting 16 hardware
threads on each node. The machines communicate through
a gigabit Ethernet network. Each server runs Ubuntu Linux
14.04 LTS (3.13.0-32-generic Kernel) and VirtualBox 5.1.28,
for supporting the execution of VMs with different OSes. Additionally, Vagrant 2.0 was used as the provisioning tool to
automate the deployment process. We configure BFT-SMaRt
1.1 with four replicas (f = 1), one per physical machine.
Table 2 lists the 17 OS versions used in the experiments
and the number of cores used by their corresponding VMs.
These values correspond to the maximum number of CPUs
and the amount of memory supported by VirtualBox with
that particular OS. Given these limitations, we setup our
environment to establish a fair baseline by configuring an
homogeneous bare metal environment (BM) that uses only
four cores of the physical machine.
4 Here

we have less OSes than in Section 6 experiments because not all of
them were supported by Vagrant.

#Cores

Memory

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
1
1
1
1

15GB
15GB
15GB
15GB
15GB
15GB
15GB
15GB
15GB
1GB
1GB
1GB
1GB
1GB
1GB
1GB
1GB

Table 2. The different OSes used in the experiments and the
configurations of their VMs.

7.1

Homogeneous Replicas Throughput

We start by running the BFT-SMaRt microbenchmark using
the same OS version in all replicas. The microbenchmark
considers an empty service that receives and replies variable
size payloads, and is commonly used to evaluate BFT state
machine replication protocols (e.g., [6, 11, 12, 15, 19, 46, 48]).
Here, we consider the 0/0 and 1024/1024 workloads, i.e., 0
and 1024 bytes requests/response, respectively. The experiments employ up to 1400 closed-loop clients spread on seven
machines to create the workload.
Results: Figure 7 shows the throughput of each OS running the benchmark for both loads. To establish a baseline,
we executed the benchmark in our BM Ubuntu.
The results show some significant differences between
running the system on top of different OSes. This difference is more significant for the 0/0 workload as it is much
more CPU intensive than the 1024/1024 workload. Ubuntu,
OpenSuse, and Fedora OSes are well supported by our virtualization environment and achieved approx. 66% and 75%
of the BM throughput for the 0/0 and 1024/1024 workloads,
respectively. For Debian, Windows, and FreeBSD, the results
are much worse for 0/0 workloads but close to the previous
group for 1024/1024. Finally, single core VMs running Solaris
and OpenBSD reached no more than 3000 ops/sec with both
workloads.
These results show that the limitations of our virtualization platform for supporting different OSes strongly constrains the performance of specific OSes in our testbed.
7.2

Diverse Replicas Throughput

In this experiment, we evaluate three diverse sets of four
BFT-SMaRt replicas, one with the fastest OSes (UB17, UB16,
FE24, and OS42), another with one replica of each OS family

60k
50k
40k
30k
20k
10k

0/0
1024/1024

Figure 7. Microbenchmark results under 0/0 and 1024/1024
workloads for homogeneous configurations.
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Figure 8. Microbenchmark results under 0/0 and 1024/1024
workloads for three diverse configurations.

(UB16, W10, SO10, and OB61), and a last one with the slowest
OSes (OB60, OB61, SO10, and SO11). The idea is to set upper
and lower bounds on our configurations throughput.
Results: Figure 8 shows that throughput drops from 39k
to 6k for the 0/0 workload (65% and 10% of the BM performance), and from 11.5k to 2.5k for the 1024/1024 workload
(82% and 18% of the BM performance). When comparing
these two sets with the non-diverse sets of Figure 7, the
fastest set is in 7th , and the slowest set is in 16th . It is worth
to stress that the slowest set is composed of OSes that only
support a single CPU – due to the VirtualBox limitations –
therefore the low performance is somewhat expected. The
set with OSes from different families is very close to the
slowest set, as two of the replicas use single-CPU OSes, and
BFT-SMaRt makes progress in the speed of the 3r d fastest
replica (a Solaris VM) as its Byzantine quorum needs three
replicas for ordering requests with f = 1. These results show
that running Lazarus with current virtualization technology
results in a significant performance variation, depending on
the configurations selected by the system.
7.3

Performance During Reconfiguration

Another relevant feature of Lazarus is to adapt the replicas
over time. It leverages on the BFT-SMaRt reconfiguration
protocol to add and remove replicas while BFT state is maintained correct and up to date.
In this experiment, we compare the replicas reconfiguration in the homogeneous BM environment with a Lazarus
setup (the initial OS configuration is DE8, OS42, FE26, and
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Figure 9. Effect of a reconfiguration on the KVS performance under a 50/50-YCSB workload (1kB values and 500MB state).
SO11) to measure the overhead of Lazarus-induced reconfigurations. We execute this experiment with an in-memory
Key-Value Store (KVS) service that comes with the BFTSMaRT library. The experiment was conducted with a YCSB
[24] workload of 50% of reads and 50% of writes, with values
of 1024 bytes associated with small numeric keys. Due to
the virtualization limitations, shown in the previous experiments, we used a workload that best fits both environments.
Then we setup the benchmark to send approximately 4000
operations per second over a state of 500MBs. We selected
a time frame of 200 secs to show the performance during a
reconfiguration (i.e., the addition of a new replica before the
removal of the old one) using the BFT-SMaRt reconfiguration
protocol [15].
Results: Figure 9 shows the KVS throughput during reconfigurations when running on bare metal and on Lazarus,
as measured with the YCSB benchmark. In both scenarios,
there are two types of performance drops. The first one,
due to state checkpoints, comprises the period in which
BFT-SMaRt replicas trim their operation logs and save a
snapshot of their state. The second one, due to state transfers, happens when the newly added replica fetches the state
from other replicas. The performance issues caused by these
events were already identified, and mitigated in a previous
work [14].5 Both experiments show similar checkpoint duration. Although Lazarus is slower in transferring state, it is
faster to execute the log and reach the other replicas state
due to its virtualized environment. The BM booting time
for Ubuntu 14.04 was more than 2 mins, while, in Lazarus,
Ubuntu 16.04 boots in 40 secs.

5 We

employ the standard checkpoint and state transfer protocols of BFTSMaRt and not the one introduced in [14] as the developers of the system
pointed them as more stable.

7.4

Application Benchmarks

Our last set of experiments aims to measure the throughput
of three existing BFT services built on top of BFT-SMaRt
when running in Lazarus:
• KVS is the same application employed in Section 7.3.
It represents a consistent non-relational database that
stores data in memory, similarly to a coordination service (an evaluation scenario used in many recent papers on BFT [12, 48]). In this evaluation, we employ
the YCSB 50/50 read/write workload with values of 4k
bytes.
• SieveQ [36] is a BFT message queue service that can
also be used as an application-level firewall. Its architecture, based on several filtering layers, reduces the
costs of filtering invalid messages in a BFT-replicated
state machine. In our evaluation, we consider that all
the layers were running on the same four physical
machines as the diverse BFT-SMaRt replicas (under
different OSes). The workload imposed on the system
is composed of messages of 1k bytes.
• BFT ordering for Hyperledger Fabric [70] is the first
BFT ordering service for Fabric [5]. Fabric is an extensible blockchain platform designed for business
applications. The ordering service is the core of Fabric,
being responsible for ordering and grouping issued
transactions in signed blocks that form the blockchain.
In our evaluation, we consider transactions of 1k bytes,
blocks of 10 transactions and a single block receiver.
As in Section 7.2, we run the applications on the fastest
and slowest diverse replica sets and compare them with the
results obtained in bare metal.
Results: Figure 10 shows the peak sustained throughput
of the applications. The KVS results show a throughput of

Throughput
(ops/sec)
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10k

via network scans, and then, different services that use the
same port are (considered) affected by the same vulnerability.
Moreover, there is no mechanism to evolve the configurations over time. Nevertheless, Phoenix mitigates a number
of weaknesses that could compromise an entire system.

BM
[UB17, UB16, FE24, OS42]
[OB60, OB61, SO10, SO11]

5k
0
KVS

SieveQ

BFT-Fabric

Figure 10. Different BFT applications running in the bare
metal, fastest, and slowest OS configurations.

6.1k and 1.2k ops/sec, for the fastest and slowest configurations, respectively. This corresponds to 86% and 18% of the
7.1k ops/sec achieved on BM.
The SieveQ results show a smaller performance loss when
compared with BM results. More specifically, SieveQ in the
fastest replica set reaches 94% of the throughput achieved on
the BM. Even with the slowest set, the system achieved 53%
of the throughput of BM. This smaller loss is due to its layered architecture, in which most of the message validations
happen before the message reaches the BFT-replicated state
machine (which is the only layer managed by Lazarus).
The Fabric ordering service results show that running the
application on Lazarus virtualization infrastructure lead
to 91% (fastest set) and 39% (slowest set) of the throughput
achieved on bare metal. Nonetheless, these results do not represent a significant bottleneck considering the performance
of the Fabric ordering service [5, 70].
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Related Work

In the last two decades there were a number of BFT systems/protocols deemed “practical” (e.g., [6, 11, 12, 19, 46, 77]).
Most of these, either ignore the issue of fault independence or
simply assume it will be solved in some way (e.g., N-version
programming [22]). In addition, only a few works address
diversity on BFT using automatic techniques [58, 66], which
are limited [17, 68]. Moreover, only two works made efforts
for evaluating diversity on practical replicated systems.
BASE [21] explores opportunistic OTS diversity in BFT
replication. The system provides an abstraction layer for
running diverse service codebases on top of the PBFT library [19]. It deals with different representations of the
replica state, allowing a replica that recovers from a failure to rebuild its state from other replicas. BASE was evaluated considering four different OSes and their native NFS
implementations: Linux, OpenBSD, Solaris, and FreeBSD.
The results, from 16 years ago, show the same performance
impacts of diversity. However, BASE does not address the
selection of replicas or the reconfiguration of a replica set.
Phoenix [43] is a cooperative backup system build to
avoid common weaknesses that can compromise multiple
backup nodes. Contrary to Lazarus, which uses vulnerability data, their configurations are build by creating cores with
non-overlapping OSes and services. These are discovered
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Discussion & Conclusions

Lazarus is a first response to the long-standing open problem of managing the diversity of a BFT system to make it
resilient to malicious adversaries. We focused mainly on
two issues: how to select the best replicas’ set to run given
the current threat landscape, and what is the performance
overhead of running a diverse BFT system in practice.
One of the main limitations of Lazarus is its performance
overhead. We ran the replicas on top of VirtualBox, allowing
Lazarus to support 17 OS versions. However, it had a significant impact on the performance as it limits the CPU/memory
resources available. Nevertheless, the results also show that
less resource-limited OSes have a similar performance. Thus,
the main overhead is due to virtualization and not (so much)
to diversity.
This paper opens many avenues for future work. First, the
current Lazarus prototype can be improved by implementing a bare metal LTU based on Razor [59] and by implementing the BFT controller outlined in Section 5.3. This would
enable the integration of Lazarus to decentralized Hyperledger Fabric deployments, for instance. Second, Lazarus
replica set reconfiguration can be extended to monitor other
OSINT sources (e.g., IP black lists, Twitter) to obtain additional timely information about threats [2, 49, 67]. Similarly,
Lazarus can be modified to additionally use the outputs
of IDSes and other network sensors to assess the BFT system behavior and trigger replica reconfigurations in case
of need. Finally, the performance variance of diverse BFT
replication could be alleviated if our heuristics took the performance characteristics of the replicas into consideration
when selecting a next configuration. The challenge here
would be to balance the lower risk score with the higher
expected performance. Alternatively, protocols that consider
the heterogeneity of replicas could be employed by the BFT
system. For example, the leader could be allocated in the
fastest replica, or weighted replication can be employed to
give more voting power to faster replicas [13, 69].
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